
 

MANAGING MULTIPLE
BRANDS FOR KROGER

Supermarket company Kroger has a variety of banner names. Many of Kroger’s grocery locations also
have fuel centers and pharmacies to provide a convenient and cost-efficient shopping experience for
customers. Fred Meyer, Pick 'n Save, and Smith’s are among several of the popular brands and banner
names that Kroger operates under in America. Communicating the one-stop-shop concept through
signage is an important facet of all Kroger divisions.
 
Kroger corporate establishes the brand guidelines of its divisions and entities. Standardized branding of a
banner must be enforced at each store location, such as on employee clothing to merchandising display
decor. And most importantly, a brand must be communicated on exterior signage of a building — which is
what Cummings accomplishes through the family of sign products and solutions for Kroger. For more
than a decade, Cummings has supported Kroger divisions and its banner names — and we continue to
adopt more banners as the company expands its brand portfolio.

For Kroger stores and the majority of its divisions across the country, Cummings was enlisted to provide
main ID signage, permitting, and installation for channel letters, wall signs, tenant panels, awnings, and
more. In addition to secondary signage, Cummings provides fuel signage at Kroger’s locations that have
gas stations via the Supermarket Petroleum Group. The scope of Cummings solutions for Kroger divisions
include brand logo updates to store exteriors, new stores, and store remodels. To accomplish consistency
within the sign family and cohesive identities for banners, representatives from Cummings travel to meet
with Kroger corporate and the offices of its divisions. 
 
Cummings works directly with divisions of Kroger by accepting purchase orders for signage that are
managed by an internal team of dedicated account leads, designers, and project managers. Through a
survey process, Cummings creates a detailed site package with signage product specs that include
dimensions, materials, color, estimates, and permitting information. Once a site package is approved by a
division, Cummings works with Kroger’s construction teams — and often visits site locations to ensure
proper installation and that brand standards are upheld. Kroger has up to 200 construction facility
engineers in its divisions across the country installing exterior signage.  
 

CASE STUDY: THE KROGER COMPANY

KROGER HAS SEVERAL BRANDS — AND CHALLENGES

BUILDING COHESIVE IDENTITIES FOR BANNER NAMES

PUSHING KROGER BANNERS FORWARD WITH SIGNAGE

10+ Year Partnership 
Supports Nearly 80% of Stores

Cummings Resources seamlessly manages the exterior signage of one of the world’s largest retail
brands because of scalable offerings and a committed team of industry experts. Thanks to
streamlined project management processes and by providing direct points of contact, Cummings
keeps branding cohesive across Kroger and its many divisions as it continues to grow.

ABOUT THE
PARTNERSHIP

PRODUCTS
Wall Signs 
Channel Letters 
Tenant Panels 
Pylon Signs 
Monument Signs

SOLUTIONS
Project Management
Design 
Engineering
Permitting 
& Much More  


